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πlÎs

paper

explores

categorial

properties

of ECM

and

conσ'01

infinitive

complements in English. Paying special attention to the head-to-head relation between
1 and C in the two

ηpes

of complements, it proposes that I-to-C movement is

prerequisite for the selectional checking in control infinitives.

I . Introduction
πlere

have been various

inσiguing

approaches to categorial properties of ECM

and control infmitives in the framework of Govemment and Binding Theory.
According to Choms셔(1 981)， one of the mo와 marked differences between these
two types of infmitives is that conσ01 infmitives , but not ECM infmitives, license
PRO.

(1) a. John πied [cp [IP PRO to win]]

b. *John believed [cp [IP PRO to be sm따t]]

As is il1ustrated in (la) , PRO is posited as the IP-specifier of a control infinitive.
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πùs

approach is m떠피y based upon the so-called PRO Theorem (2) which, in turn,

is heavily dependent upon the theory of government:

(2) PRO Theorem
PRO must not be governed.

(αlOmsky，

1981 , p.

6이

Prerequisite for this “ ungoverned" analysis, as has been observed in Chomsky
(1981) , is the assumption that the embedded clausal projection in (la) is CP rather

than

IP.l)

Choms얀(1993)

proposes a new framework of syntactic

뻐alysis，

the Minimalist

Program. In this framework• the concept of government is dispensed with. Without
the grammatical
to

a며1ere

따mor

of government, the “ ungoverned" approach to PRO

to. In this paper, we endorse the proposal in

M따따1(1992，

성 뼈rd

1996) that

PRO 잉 licensed by [+Tense] inf1JÚtive INFL. We observe that s-selectional as well
as c-selectional distinction can be drawn between the two types of inf1JÚtive
complements.

π1e

ECM-type verb s-selects [-Tense] inf1JÚtive and c-selects IP,

while the control verb s-selects [+Tense] infmitive and c-selects CP. We propose
that I-to-C movement is

req띠red

for the selectiona1 checking of control infmitives.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 11, we make a brief
survey of the

N띠1

Case approach to PRO and categorial properties of infmitive

complements. In Section 111, we make some detailed inquires about selectional
properties of ECM and control inf1JÚtives. We conclude the paper with a prlφosal
that [+Tense] moves from 1 to C at LF in control infmitives.

1)

π피s

paper assumes the clausal structure of Chomsky(l 995). However, we sometimes

IP and TP interchangeably.

뻐e
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II. Categorial Properties of Infinitive Complements
α10msky

the

N띠1

and Lasnik(l 991) present a new approach to PRO, which is known as

Case analysis. According to this analysis, PRO has N띠1 Case which is

licensed by nonfmite INFL 피a Spec-head agreement. π1ÍS proposal significantly
없떠cts

the distribution of PRO, and accounts for the availability of PRO in

infmitives. The

N띠1

conσ01

Case analysis, however, does not account for the full range of

the distribution of PRO. We

st피

have to answer the question why PRO is not

found in certain configurations like (3b).

(3) a.
b.

M하y

*M없y

M따tin( 1992 ,

believes (IP John to be honest]
believes (IP PRO to be honest]

1996)

m여ifies

Chomsky and Lasnik’ s account, and

[+Tense] infmitive INFL assigns
INFL is lexically

resσicted

N띠1

to control

Case. According to
infmitiv않:

피m，

pr'야>oses

that

[+Tense] infinitive

PRO appears in

야le

specifier of

control infmitive projections, but not in the specifier of ECM infmitives. In the
following , more details of this analysis are

pro띠ded，

special attention being

이rected

to some interesting selectional properties of infmitive complements.
Pesetsky(1 991)
control

l
뼈tes，
pr려

obseπes

that an event-denoting predicate can be embedded under

but not under ECM

pr'려icates.

(4) a. John tried to bring the beer.
b. *John believed Peter to bring the beer.

Enç(I991) , on the other

뼈nd，

observes that an eventive

for a temporal argument, which needs to be bound. 2)

l icate
pr해

is subcategorized

M따tin(1 996)，

based upon

2) In fonnal semantics, tense is a sentential operator, and its scope is the clause it attaches
to. Enç (1 985 , 1987), on the other hand, 야opc앓s that tense is a referential expression
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proφses

that the temporal argument of an event-denoting

predicate is bound by [+Tense] in a control

inf비itive，

but not in

뻐

ECM

construction. In (4a) the temporal argument of bring is bound by [+Tense] of the
embedded infmitive.

embedded infmitive in (4b) , on the other hand, bears

πle

[-Tense] , and the temporal argument of the verb bring cannot be bound.
Independent evidence for Martin ’ s proposal is found in μ，beck(l 991 ， 1993). He

notes that functional heads license the
undergo Spec-Head agreement.

πle

e1lips잉

of their complements only when they

examples (6a), (6c), and (6e) show that tensed

INFL , ’s, and +wh C, which undergo Spec-Head agreement, license

e피pslS，

whereas the non-agreeing functional categories to , the , and that do not (Fukui and
Speas, 1986).

(5) Functional Categories
Agreeing

Non-Agreeing

1(=η

INFL [+tense]

to

D

’s

a(n), the

C

[+wh] Comp

that, whether, if

(6) a. John likes Mary and Peter [1' does e ] too.
b. *John believes Mary to know French but Peter believed Jane [I’ to e].
c. 10hn’ s talk about the economy was interesting but Bill [D' 's e] was boring.
d. *A single student came to the class because [D ’

야le

e ] thought that it was

tmportant.
e. 10hn met someone but 1 don ’ t know who [c’ +wh e].
f. *10hn thinks that Peter met someone but 1 don ’ t believe [C' that e].

Note that VP ellipsis is available in control infinitives.

denoting interval and the interval assigned to tense is the temporal argument of a verb.
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(7) a. 10hn was not sure he could leave, but he

b.

M따ydiφl’ t

ask Peter to leave

b따

σied
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[PRO to e].

she promised Bill [to e].

c. 1 want PRO to leave, and 10hn wants [pRO to e] as wel1.
d. Mary wanted Bill to join the team, so 10hn persuaded 바n [PRO to e].

πùs

is in sharp contrast with the ECM infmitives in (8).

(8) a. *Mary imagined 10hn to have won the game, but Tom imagined 1ane to

[ e ].
b.

*M따y

supposed Bill to be honest, but Tom supposed 1ane to [ e ].

Martin obseπes that this contrast between ECM and control infmitives is exactly
what is predicted if tense in control infmitíves checks Nul1 Case via Spec-Head
agreement with PRO: the infmitive T in (7) undergoes Spec-head agreement with
PRO, and its complement can be deleted.
far, we have obseπed that control infmitives, but not ECM infmitives, bear

πlUS

their own tense specification.

πÙS

observation is confmned in semantic terms.

Stowel1( 1982) observes that the understood tense of an ECM infmitive Ìs determined
largely by the tense specification of a govenùTIg verb. For example , the tense
interpretation of the infmitive complements in (9a) and (9b) Ìs determined by the
matnx tense.

(9) a. 10hn believes [himself to be a
b.

πle

3)

M따y

{;。이].

considered [Bill to be very smart].

fact that simultaneous reading , but not shifted rea이ng，3) is available in (9) may

πle

following is from Enç(1987).

- shifted reading : the complement tense shifts the evaluation time away from the time
at which the matrix sentence is evaluated.
- simultaneous reading the complement tense is interpreted as simultaneous with the

144
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be considered to be a piece of evidence of the absence of Tense specification in
ECM infinitives.
As for control constructions , it 뼈s been observed that their embedded tense

seems to denote “ hypothetical" future , interpreted relative to a certain evaluation
time. Martin (1 996) argues that the interpretation of [+Tense] in control infmitives
is similar to

t뼈t

of

wou/'ψhould，

which denotes “ hypothetical" future. 4) In other

words , unlike the ECM infinitive complements in (9) , the control infmitives in
(1 0a ’), (1 0b ’) and (1Oc’) bear internally specified

“mπealized"

tense.

(1 0) a. 1 decided that 1 would give the vote of thanks.

a ’. 1 decided to give the vote of thanks.
b. 1 remembered that 1 should lock the door.
b ’ .1 remembered to lock the door.
c. 1 didn’ t know what 1 should do.
c ’ .1 didn ’ t know what to do.

III. Selecting ECM and Control Infinitive Complements
Ha꺼ng
inf피itives，

observed some

syntac디co-semantic

differences between ECM and control

we now move on to selectional properties of the two types of infmitive

complements. ’The following

illusπates

a control infmitive:

(1 1) 1 wonder [c p what PRO to do].

matnx tense.
4) Martin observes that modals enjoy the following properties.

- They check “ subject" Case.
- They affect temporal interpretations.
- They are most often

fut따e-oriented.
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WH-phrases in the pre-IP position being generally assumed to be in [Spec , CP] ,
the embedded clause of (11) is best analyzed as a projection of C: what is in the
specifier of the embedded CP.

(1 2) 1 wonder [cp Whati [Ip PRO to do ti]]

The following examples illustrate the

잃me

point.

(13) a. 1 asked them when to give a bribe.
b. 1 asked them where to give a bribe.
c. 1 asked them how to give a bribe.
d. 1 asked them what to give as a bribe.
For ECM infmitives, on the other hand, no WH-clausal configurations have been
documented in the literature. We suppose this difference between
infmitives is

σaceable

conσ01

and ECM

back to their difference in categorial properties: a

conσ01

infmitive is CP, and an ECM infmitive IP.
In this section, we have obseπed that an ECM infmitive is IP w피le a control

infmitive is CP. In the preceding section, we observed that an ECM infmitive is
without tense
bears tense

specific없ion

speci턴cation

([-Tense] in Martin ’ s tenn) while a control infmitive

(i. e. , [+Tense]).

πlese

observations are reminiscent of the

proposal in Grimshaw(l 979). She contends that the lexical entries of a predicate
contain information conceming selection of syntactic categories (c-selection) and
semantic types (s-selection). She argues for the autonomy of c-selection and
s-selection by noting that there is no one-to-one correspondence between semantic
types of complements and their syntactic categorial rea1ization. Pesetsky(l 982 , 1991),
on the other hand, contends that c-selection may be dispensed with. He compares
the primitiveness of c-selection with those of s-selection. He argues that the latter,
but not the fonner, meets what is
correctness of Pesetsky ’ s

proφ잃1，

c떠led

“ epistemological priority." Assuming the

we may argue that selectional information
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concerning the two types of infmitives is specified in tenns of [+ Tense]: an
ECM-type verb s-selects [-Tense] complement, while a control verb s-selects
[+Tense] complement.
An interesting que와ion can be raised about how [+Tense] is checked in a conσ01

infmitive. One reasonable assumption about the location of tense in control
infmitives is that the clausal head C of these complements bears tense specification,
(embedded) tense being selected by the matrix verb in a head-to-head fashion.
Tense, on the other hand, is

gener떠ly

assumed to be located in INFL.5)

We suppose that the so-called I-to-C movement is responsible for the double
presence of tense in T and C. The following

illusσates

I-to-C movement in

interrogative sentences. 6)

(1 4) a. Did Mary go there?

b. Will you

뼈ve

some more?

c. What did Mary buy?
d. How did 10hn

rep떠r

that car?

Rizzi (1 990) and Yang (1 995) propose that I-to-C movement in (1 4) is forced by

[+Q] feature: 1 moves to C to lexic a1ize the [+Q] feature. Another
1-to-C movement can be observed in negative
f이lowing

adverbi떠

inst뻐ce

inversion constructions.

of

까le

examples are from Browning( 1996):

(1 5) a. At no time wou1d Leslie run for any public office.

a ’. *At no time( ,) Leslie would run for any public office.
b. Only then did Leslie
b’ .

*0피y

않e anyt피ng

then( ,) Leslie saw

anyt피ng

movmg.
movmg.

5) See Stowell(1982), Enç(1987) and Raposo(1987) for some details of close relationship
between 1 and C.
6) Chomsky(1995) assumes that I-to-C movement is in force , presumably at the
component due to the Germanic verl• second property.

phon이ogical
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c. Not even for one moment had Leslie given a damn about the budget.
c ’. *Not even for one moment( ,) Leslie had gìven a damn about the budget.

In (15a) , (15b) and (1 5c), the negative adverbial expressions At no time, Only then

and Not even for one moment are in [SPEC , CP] and the head of each CP bears
[+ Neg] via SPEC - head agreement.

Browr피19

proposes that 1 moves to C in (15a) ,

(15b) and (l 5c) to lexicalize the feature [+Neg].

πùs

type of inversion, according

to Browrùng, is forced by [+Neg] , the scope-marking feature of negative

(adverbi외)

expresslOns.
In (1 4) , (1 5a) , (1 5b) and (15c) , we have observed that 1 moves to C to me않e앉t a
mo
야rpho
이10
앵
glca
떠1

element
move to

Q

ß

re
여
qu
띠irement

on C. In the

Min피
피
u
imal파
ist

Program, movement of an

must be driven by the morphological properties of
to

잃tisfy

the morphological requirement of

ß.

Q

of the features in 1.

πle

Q

cannot

We propose, following

Raposo (1 987) , that the I-to-C movement under consideratìon is
때uirement

itself:

따iven

by scope

1 of (1 4) , (1 5a), (1 5b) and (1 5c) bears scope

feature [+\\띤] and [+Neg] , and 1 moves to C to mark the scope of [+WH] and
[+Neg].
We propose that [+Tense] T moves to C in control infmitives to mark the scope
of its tense specification. This

pr，φosal

is in line with the suggestion in Epstein

(1998). T, according to Epstein, undergoes movement to C at LF, English being a

“ covert verb-second" language. Under the covert 1-to-C movement

an떠ysis，

the

selectional relation between a matrix verb and its complement is successfully
checked in a head-to-head fashion in control infmitives.
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